
Professional influencer marketing services

Influencer Marketing Pricing: How Much
Does It Cost in 2023?

Since more than 80 percent of consumers trust word-of-mouth recommendations, it’s
critical for companies to build and maintain relationships with influencers. How much does

influencer marketing cost, though? Between $100 to $1 million per post, which is why
you’re going to need this influencer marketing pricing guide.
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pricing
Curious about how much WebFX influencer marketing services cost? Browse our prices

below.

BASIC PLAN

$1,800  / month

100K TO 200K PAGEVIEWS

In-depth Target Audience Research

Creative Brief and Strategy Development

Influencer vetting, contacting, and hiring

CURRENT CLIENTS ONLY

Send Me a Proposal

https://www.webfx.com/free-quote/


AGGRESSIVE PLAN

$3,000 month
200K TO 500K PAGEVIEWS 

Competitor Intelligence Report

Targeted Keyword Research

Dedicated Outreach Specialist

CURRENT CLIENTS ONLY

Send Me a Proposal

MARKET LEADER PLAN

https://www.webfx.com/free-quote/


SEE FULL DELIVERABLES 

$4,200  / month

500K TO 1M PAGEVIEWS

Pixel Tracking

Personal Consultation With Influencer SME

Influencer Content Recycling

CURRENT CLIENTS ONLY

Send Me a Proposal

https://www.webfx.com/free-quote/
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How much does influencer marketing cost?
In 2023, influencer marketing costs $100 to $1 million per post. It’s a massive price
range that challenges companies because a variety of factors impact influencer marketing
prices. So, what’s a fair price for an influencer in your market?

Find out in this handy guide, which covers everything you need to know about influencer
marketing pricing.

Keep reading to learn more about the costs behind influencer marketing. Or, if you want to
partner with an influencer without the hassle, contact our award-winning team to discuss
our influencer marketing services. You can contact us online or give us a ring at 888-601-
5359!

https://www.webfx.com/about/awards/
https://www.webfx.com/social-media/services/influencer-marketing/
https://www.webfx.com/contact/
tel:888-601-5359
javascript:void(0);


What is influencer marketing?
Influencer marketing is a newer type of marketing. It’s when a company partners with an
influential person in their industry to shape consumer behavior. This individual, trusted by
the company’s target market, can often influence shoppers to consider, engage, and use a
business’ product or service.

Today, there are two types of influencers:

Micro-influencers: According to researchers, a micro-influencer has between 1000
to 100,000 followers on a specific platform. For example, a person with 50,000 followers
on Snapchat would count as a micro-influencer. In most cases, businesses partner with
micro-influencers.

Macro-influencers: A macro-influencer has more than 100,000 followers. In most
cases, influencers tend to include Internet and Hollywood celebrities. Due to their mass
following, influencers tend to charge high prices for their services, which is why small-
to-midsize businesses (SMBs) stick to micro-influencers.



No matter which type of influencer you choose to partner with, they can have an impact on
your bottom line.

How much should you pay influencers?
In today’s market, influencers range from well-known celebrities to everyday users. That’s
why prices for influencer marketing range from $100 to $1 million per post. It’s also why
companies often ask what a fair price for hiring an influencer is.

Learn what you should pay an influencer by platform and post number in this video and
pricing guide.

1. Facebook ($25 / 1000 followers)

With more than 1 billion daily active users, Facebook provides influencers and companies
unprecedented access to consumers. That’s why influencers on the platform charge an
average of $25 per post, per 1000 followers.

For perspective, here are some potential influencer marketing prices on Facebook:

1. An influencer with 10,000 followers could charge $250 per post

2. An influencer with 100,000 followers could charge $2500 per post

3. An influencer with 1,000,000 followers could charge $25,000 per post

In some cases, an influencer may exceed that average rate. For example, if you want an
influencer to create a post with video content, they may charge an additional fee for

https://newsroom.fb.com/company-info/


creating the video. Or, if you invite an influencer to visit your location, they may ask you to
cover their travel costs.

For a streamlined influencer marketing experience, Facebook offers Brand Collabs
Manager.

On this platform, your business can find and connect with relevant influencers quickly. You
can also discuss your desired price and deliverables before you sign an agreement. This
feature ensures your company receives the services you want, as well as understands
what an influencer can do for you.

Brand Collabs Manager only includes influencers with more than 1000 followers. With that
range, your business can connect with micro- and macro-influencers. You can compare
their costs, too, which can help your team make a decision.

The platform is free to use.

2. Instagram ($10 / 1000 followers)

With more than 1 billion users — 80 percent of which follow a business — Instagram is a
go-to influencer hub. It’s also a cost-effective channel when it comes to influencer
marketing, maintaining an average price of $10 a post, per 1000 followers.

For a bit of perspective, here are some potential prices for an influencer with more than
1000 followers:

1. An influencer with 10,000 followers could charge $100 per post

https://www.facebook.com/collabsmanager/start/
https://www.webfx.com/blog/social-media/facebook-brand-collabs-manager/
https://business.instagram.com/


2. An influencer with 100,000 followers could charge $1000 per post

3. An influencer with 1,000,000 followers could charge $10,000 per post

In some instances, this price point can vary.

Celebrities, for example, can often increase their prices because of their reputation outside
of Instagram. Some, however, accept lower price points than this average. Professional
soccer player Cristiano Ronaldo, for example, has more than 140 million followers
and earns $750,000 per post.

Based on the above average, however, he should earn more than $1 million per post.

While a celebrity partnership can gain your brand a lot of exposure, it’s often more
beneficial to partner with an influencer in a niche part of your market. These are influencers
that can speak directly to your audience, plus they tend to adhere more to the $10 a post,
per 1000 followers price point.

For example, if you’re a manufacturer of running sneakers, you have a ton of niche
markets, including:

1. Marathon runners

2. Casual joggers

3. Trail runners

As a part of your digital marketing strategy, you can approach influencers in each of these
markets. With this approach, your team can connect with every segment of your audience.
In comparison, if you partnered with a well-known Olympic runner, you would reach a
broad audience that may not even have an interest in running.

If your company prefers a more performance-driven approach, you can also partner with
followers that base their prices on engagement, versus follower counts. This strategy is

https://www.cnbc.com/2018/07/31/kylie-jenner-makes-1-million-per-paid-instagram-post-hopper-hq-says.html
https://www.webfx.com/digital-marketing/learn/digital-marketing-strategies/


smart because you’re paying for the results of that post, from a like to a comment to a
share — which can support additional actions, like a purchase.

Influencers that follow this pricing model charge $250 to $750 per 1000 engagement, on
average. That means, on average, 1000 users engage with that person’s posts. On
Instagram, engagement can range from liking to commenting.

If you want to experiment with influencer marketing prices for Instagram, try this cost
calculator.

3. Twitter ($2 / 1000 followers)

With 330 million users, Twitter features a smaller audience than Facebook and Instagram.
Companies, however, still use the platform to reach their target audience, and they don’t
pay much to do it. At $2 per post, per 1000 followers, Twitter offers the lowest influencer
marketing prices.

https://influencermarketinghub.com/instagram-money-calculator/
https://blog.hootsuite.com/twitter-statistics/


For perspective, here are some potential influencer marketing prices for Twitter:

1. An influencer with 10,000 followers could charge $20 per post

2. An influencer with 100,000 followers could charge $200 per post

3. An influencer with 1,000,000 followers could charge $2000 per post

In most cases, an influencer with more than one million followers will break away from this
price average. If they have that many followers, they’re probably well-known outside of
social media. That allows them to reach more people, which can provide your company
with additional exposure.

Remember, however, that you want exposure in order to build brand awareness with your
target audience.

Influencers with a mass following often have followers with a wide range of interests as
well as reasons for following that person. That can result in a partnership that doesn’t
deliver any long-term value to your company. It’s a case where you’re targeting too many
people, versus focusing on a specific segment of your audience.

4. YouTube ($20 / 1000 subscribers)

With more than 1 billion users, YouTube offers businesses access to a whole new set of
influencers. On average, influencers on YouTube charge $20 a video, per 1000
subscribers. YouTubers with audiences of more than one million subscribers tend to veer
away from this price point.

https://www.youtube.com/yt/about/press/


For perspective, here are some potential prices for influencer marketing on YouTube:

1. A YouTuber with 10,000 subscribers could charge $200 per video

2. A YouTuber with 100,000 subscribers could charge $2000 per video

3. A YouTuber with 1,000,000 subscribers could charge $20,000 per video

Keep in mind, however, that after an influencer reaches more than one million subscribers,
they have more freedom over their rates. According to analysts, YouTubers with that big of
a reach can charge up to $50,000 per video.

Like Facebook, YouTube offers a platform for connecting with influencers, but it comes with
a price.

The platform YouTube BrandConnect (previously FameBit) matches influencers and
companies. It uses several factors, like your budget, target audience, and goals, to connect
you with an influencer. While it doesn’t cost anything to join BrandConnect and find an
influencer, the minimum project cost is $100.

https://www.youtube.com/ads/brandconnect/


BrandConnect also charges a 10 percent service fee once you’ve matched and approved
an influencer’s content.

If you prefer a performance-driven approach, you can also base your influencer marketing
prices on video views. Influencers charge around $50 to $100 per 1000 views. This price
range often depends on the influencer’s number of subscribers, as well as their most
recent stats when it comes to video views.

For example, if an influencer’s newest videos earn around 10,000 views, versus 5000
views like their earlier videos, you can expect to pay more. In the opposite scenario, the
influencer would charge less for their services due to their decreased reach.

A YouTuber with fewer video views can still make an impact, though. If the influencer is
connected with your target audience, or even a difficult-to-reach niche of your market, they
can help achieve your marketing goals. Those goals can include everything from visiting
your website, subscribing to your YouTube channel, or purchasing your product.

5. Snapchat ($10 / 1000 followers)

With an average of 188 million daily users, Snapchat provides companies access to a
range of influencers. On average, influencers on Snapchat charge $10 per post, per 1000
followers. Influencers with more than one million followers can abandon that price point
easily.

https://forbusiness.snapchat.com/


For perspective, here are some potential costs for an influencer with more than 1000
followers on Snapchat:

1. An influencer with 10,000 followers could charge $100 per post

2. An influencer with 100,000 followers could charge $1000 per post

3. An influencer with 1,000,000 followers could charge $10,000 per post

If you’re familiar with Snapchat, you may have spotted a problem with this pricing model.

On Snapchat, you can’t see how many followers someone has because it’s private. You
can, however, see a user’s Snapchat Story view count. While some companies use that
view number to estimate an influencer’s follower count, others use it for a different pricing
model.

Instead of paying $10 per post, per 1000 followers, businesses pay $10 per post, per
1000 views.

Like YouTube, Snapchat also offers a matchmaking program for companies and
influencers.

With Snapchat Storytellers, influencers provide your business with their services, as well
as recommendations for improving your presence on Snapchat. This program, however, is
limited to a select number of influencers and brands. The advantage is that Snapchat
Storytellers doesn’t charge a finder’s fee, unlike BrandConnect.

https://techcrunch.com/2018/07/26/snapchat-storytellers/


6. TikTok ($5 / 1000 followers)

Clocking in at one billion active monthly users, TikTok holds massive potential for
companies looking to invest in influencer marketing. On average, TikTok influencers
charge $5 per post, per 1000 followers. However, the price point can fluctuate for
celebrity influencers with more than one million followers.

For perspective, here are some potential prices for influencer marketing on TikTok:

1. A TikToker with 10,000 followers could charge $50 per video

2. A TikToker with 100,000 followers could charge $500 per video

3. A TikToker with 1,000,000 followers could charge $5000 per video

Because TikTok is an app that prides itself on authenticity, many of the best TikTok
ads feature influencer-brand partnerships. These partnerships helps brands reach a wider
audience and are more likely to capture users’ attention as they quickly scroll through their
For You Page.

When considering the best influencers to partner with on TikTok, consider finding niche
creators.

The For You Page is known for being highly targeted, with users jokingly saying that TikTok
knows them better than they know themselves. Partnering with highly niched influencers
can help you take advantage of this robust targeting.

7. Blog ($60 / 1000 visitors)

While influencers are well-known for their social media presence, many also maintain
personal blogs. Using their blog, influencers can reach, connect, and chat with your target
audience in new ways. Influencers charge around $60 per post, per 1000 unique
visitors for this service.

https://www.webfx.com/blog/social-media/tik-tok-statistics/
https://www.webfx.com/blog/social-media/tiktok-ad-examples/


A few factors can shift this price point, including:

Industry: If you’re in a technical industry, it’s essential to partner with an influencer
that understands your market and target audience. Due to their expertise, however, they
can often charge more than $60 per post.

Topic: Your proposed blog topic can also increase your influencer marketing prices.
For example, if you’re a luxury resort and want the influencer to write a post about their
experience, you need to cover their costs of traveling and staying at your location.

Length: For the best experience, your company should specify the desired word
count for an influencer’s blog post. That way, you aren’t disappointed when your
influencer forwards their draft. Depending on the preferred length, influencers may
increase their rates.

While more expensive than other platforms, blogs can deliver the best results. In a recent
study, analysis discovered that blogs were 37 percent more effective for influencer
marketing than other social media platforms, like Facebook and YouTube.

Summary of influencer marketing pricing
 

https://www.digitalmarketing.org/blog/how-much-does-influencer-marketing-cost


What determines influencer marketing pricing?
A variety of factors determine influencer marketing pricing in 2023, including:
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Pricing model

The most impactful pricing factor is the pricing model. Common pricing models for
influencers include:

Pay-per-post: A go-to pricing model, pay-per-post scales off the number of posts
requested. No matter the content type, from text to video, your business pays a flat rate.
In some instances, influencers may set specific amounts, based on the post type.

Pay-per-click: A performance-driven pricing model, pay-per-click depends on the
number of clicks driven by a post. That means that users follow an influencer’s calls-to-
action (CTAs) to visit your website, for example. While businesses like this pricing
model, it’s uncommon for influencers to offer it.

Pay-per-acquisition: A more aggressive results-driven pricing model, pay-per-
acquisition scales off a post’s conversion rate. A conversion can range from someone
purchasing your product to joining your email list. As influencers tend to help with brand
awareness, it’s rare to see this pricing model.

Pay-per-subscribers: Another common pricing model, pay-per-subscribers relies
on an influencer’s subscriber or follower number. While a convenient pricing model,
pay-per-subscribers is a vanity metric. In most cases, only some of an influencer’s
followers see and interact with their content.

Pay-per-view: A results-driven pricing model, page-per-view scales off the average
number of views earned by an influencer’s content. This pricing model is more accurate
than pay-per-subscribers, which is why it’s becoming popular among companies and
even influencers.

For a cost-effective influencer marketing campaign, choose influencers that offer one of
these price models:

https://www.webfx.com/blog/marketing/5-ways-create-best-possible-calls-action/
https://www.webfx.com/blog/analytics/the-dangers-of-vanity-metrics/


Pay-per-post

Pay-per-view

Pay-per-subscribers

The best part is that these are the most common pricing models for influencers.

Platform

Your preferred platform can also affect your influencer marketing costs. An influencer
marketing campaign on YouTube, for instance, will cost more than an influencer marketing
campaign on Twitter. In some cases, however, these price differences are minimal.

Instagram and Snapchat, for example, have the same average costs.

No matter which platform you choose to target, it’s critical to select one that your audience
uses. If you’re focusing on Snapchat, but your target audience resides on Facebook, that
campaign isn’t going to perform. Maximize your campaign’s success by researching your
target audience beforehand.

Post format

Based on your preferred platform, you can hire influencers to create a variety of posts.
Facebook, for example, allows users to post text, video, and images. In comparison,
Snapchat focuses on video and text with bite-sized captions.

A post that requires more work costs more.



For instance, if you’re partnering with an influencer on Instagram and want them to create
a video post for their Instagram Story, they may charge a higher rate, especially if they
follow the pay-per-post pricing model. In comparison, they may offer a lower price for
uploading a photo to their Instagram Story.

Product or service

The price and target audience of your product or service can also impact your influencer
marketing pricing. If your company sells luxury watches with an average price of $1000, for
example, you need to partner with an influencer that your target audience likes and trusts
for those kinds of purchases.

Smart influencers recognize this too. That’s why influencers that can reach high-earning
audiences tend to charge more for their services.

It’s also why companies with higher-priced products or services tend to pay more for
influencer marketing. If your business sells a low- to mid-priced item, however, that’s good
news.

Point of contact

While many influencers have careers outside social media, others have begun to make
influencer marketing their full-time job. As a result, many have partnered with talent
agencies, which means your point-of-contact for pricing isn’t the influencer, but their agent.

In most cases, influencers with agents tend to cost more than influencers without them.



This price increase can result from a few factors. In most cases, these influencers often
have a large following and higher engagement rate among their audiences. Influencers
also must pay their agent commission, so their rates increase to cover that additional cost.

From a business perspective, it’s more cost-effective to partner with an unrepresented
influencer. For many companies, it’s also unnecessary to use an influencer that requires an
agent. A micro-influencer can deliver the same quality of content, as well as reach your
target audience.

Campaign

For many businesses, influencer marketing encompasses more than a single post. With
additional posts, you can reach your target audience multiple times and build brand
awareness, which can motivate them to visit your website, explore your products, and
more.

That’s why companies create influencer marketing campaigns.

If you’re developing a campaign, you can expect higher influencer marketing costs. A
campaign generally includes multiple posts, as well as different kinds of posts to provide
users with variety. While some influencers may charge a flat-rate for campaigns, others
may continue to charge per post.

Cross-promotion

Influencers often have a presence across platforms, from Facebook to Instagram to
Snapchat. If your audience uses more than one social media network, it makes sense for
your influencer marketing strategy to include more than one platform.



With cross-promotion, however, there are additional costs.

For example, let’s say that you want an influencer to create a post for Instagram and then
share that post on Facebook. They may view those as two separate posts, which means
two separate charges. Depending on their number of followers and post engagement, your
company may even pay different rates for these posts.

Exclusivity

Depending on your business, industry, and competitors, you may want an influencer to
promote your content exclusively. While an exclusive agreement offers value, it also comes
with a higher cost. That’s because by partnering with only your company, an influencer
turns down other sources of revenue.

Exclusivity, however, is not a long-term agreement.

In most cases, the contract between your business and the influencer specifies when an
influencer can begin promoting other brands again. That’s why your team needs to
consider if exclusivity is worth the additional cost — and if it is, how long should it last.

With influencer marketing, as well as its pricing, encompassing so many factors, a lot of
businesses partner with influencer marketing agencies, like WebFX. These agencies
streamline the process of finding and connecting with influencers, but what do they cost?

https://www.webfx.com/social-media/services/influencer-marketing/
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How much do influencer marketing agencies
cost?
On average, influencer marketing agency prices range from $1000 to $18,000 per
month.

While every agency varies, this fee tends to include the following:

Creating an influencer marketing strategy

Researching and compiling a list of potential influencers

Hiring and contracting approved influencers

Developing creative content with influencers

Tracking influencer marketing campaign performance

https://www.webfx.com/portfolio/case-studies/sharretts-plating/


In some cases, an agency will base their price on the number of posts you want.

If you’re thinking about partnering with an influencer marketing agency, make sure you
review their pricing model. That way, you ensure your company receives the exact services
and exposure you’re looking for, which helps you work towards your digital marketing
goals.

5 factors that determine influencer marketing
agency pricing
Five factors affect an influencer marketing company’s pricing, including:

1. Posts

In almost all cases, an agency scales its influencer marketing pricing by the number of
posts requested. If you want five posts from an influencer, versus one post, you can expect
a higher cost. That’s because influencers often charge on a per-post basis.

2. Followers

Depending on your influencer marketing company, their pricing may also rely on an
influencer’s followers. If you want an influencer with 50,000 followers, versus 5000
followers, it will cost more. That’s because an influencer with more followers tends to earn
more views. This isn’t always the case, though.

3. Views

Agencies can also use an influencer’s average number of views as a pricing factor. If you
work with an influencer that earns an average of 30,000 views, versus 3000 views, you
would have a higher cost. This pricing model tends to make more sense because it’s
performance-driven, focusing on how your post will perform.

4. Experience

Your influencer marketing company’s background can also impact your influencer
marketing pricing. Agencies with fewer years of experience tend to charge less than ones



with decades of it. An agency’s expertise, however, can have a sizeable impact on your
campaign’s performance and return on investment (ROI).

5. Resources

The resources available to your influencer marketing agency can affect pricing too.
Resources can range from marketing tech, like our artificial intelligence and machine
learning software, MarketingCloudFX, to industry veterans. While these features can
increase your prices, they can also improve your campaign’s performance.

Whenever you research digital marketing prices, whether for influencer or social media
marketing, remember that you get what you pay for with these services. If you go for
“cheap” influencer marketing services, don’t expect any worthwhile results.

Due to the prevalence of agencies that promote “low-cost” or “cheap” influencer marketing
prices, it’s critical to educate your team and company decision-makers about their non-
existent value. For a business to get results from influencer marketing, they need to invest
in an established and trusted agency.

https://www.webfx.com/marketingcloudfx/
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Influencer marketing pricing from WebFX
With more than 25 years of experience and more than 500 award-winning team members,
WebFX is a trusted partner for influencer marketing. Our expertise, plus history of
increasing client revenue, make us a competitive choice for businesses worldwide.

Curious about our influencer marketing services and prices? View our pricing table!

Like all our digital marketing services, our influencer marketing services begin with a
customized strategy. Your dedicated account manager and outreach specialist invest the
time to learn your business and industry, as well as your target audience and goals, to
create an innovative strategy and find the perfect influencer.

https://www.webfx.com/about/awards/
https://www.webfx.com/digital-marketing/services/
https://www.webfx.com/social-media/services/influencer-marketing/


Influencer Type Short 
(Instag
Reels 

Text/Image Posts,
Mentions & Pins

These p
popular 
work on 

Clients can create a budget
for how many posts they’d like
us to publish over the course
of a quarter based on their
ideal influencer’s audience
size and post type

Nano Influencer (1k – 10k
Followers)

$1,200$600

Micro Influencer (10k – 50k
Followers)

$1,800$1,200

Mid-Tier Influencer (50k –
100k Followers)

$3,000$1,800

Macro Influencer (100k – 250k
Followers)

$5,400$3,000



Mega Influencer (250k – 500k
Followers)

$6,000$3,900

Power Influencer (500k – 1M
Followers)

$6,600$4,800

Celebrity Influencer (1M+
Followers)

$7,200$6,000

Need more information? Call Us:

888-601-5359
GET GET STARTED

tel:888-601-5359
https://www.webfx.com/free-quote/
https://www.webfx.com/free-quote/

